PRAMOHITA KRIYA JATA E KI PATENTE KI UPAPEKSHAK ASETE MESHYAKA METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY CLEANING FILTERS NAAMAD AADVISHAAR KE LIYE, PATENTE AADVISHAYAM, 96190 KE UPATHEEKE ANUSAGAR AAYA TARIKHA 10TH DAY OF OCTOBER 2012 SE BHIJ JARYA KE LYE PATENTE ANUSADHA KIYA GAAYA HAI.

It is hereby certified that a patent has been granted to the patentee for an invention entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY CLEANING FILTERS as disclosed in the above mentioned application for the term of 20 years from the 10th day of October 2012 in accordance with the provisions of the Patents Act, 1970.

Note: The fees for renewal of this patent, if it is to be maintained will fall / has fallen due on 10th day of October 2014 and on the same day in every year thereafter.
It is hereby certified that a patent has been granted to the patentee for an invention entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY CLEANING FILTERS as disclosed in the above mentioned application for the term of 20 years from the 11th day of October 2012 in accordance with the provisions of the Patents Act, 1970.
It is hereby certified that a patent has been granted to the patentee for an invention entitled APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR FILTERING A FLUID as disclosed in the above mentioned application for the term of 20 years from the 29th day of October 2012 in accordance with the provisions of the Patents Act, 1970.

Note. - The fees for renewal of this patent, if it is to be maintained will fall / has fallen due on 29th day of October 2014 and on the same day in every year thereafter.